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A REVIEW OF ACTIVITY IN HOME ECONOMICS AT THE IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
* 
Out of the Market Basket, 
into the Firing Line • • • 
Meat is fuel for fighters ... essential for men in 
training and men invading. Huge quantities of 
meat are going from the market basket of the 
nation to join the invasion with our fighting 
men, wherever they serve. 
Naturally, the home-front housewife must plan 
meals around much less meat than formerly. For 
help, she looks to you home economists, who 
Many favored cuts of meat, like Morrell Hams, 
must be shipped in such huge quantity to our 
Armed Forces, that only limited supplies are now 
available for home-front kitchens. But, when 
these cuts are available, it is important that the 
housewife conserve and stretch their fine flavor 
and goodness to the limit. 
Help her by suggesting extender recipes, 
are trained and skilled in stretching 
me;:t ;:nd extending its satisfying 
flavor ;:_:-:d nourishing goodness. I 
• 
casserole dishes, meat stews and 
other part-meat dishes. Teach her the 
best ways to m ake the most o f meat. 
J OHN M 0 RRELL & co. GENERAL OFFICES: OTTUMWA, IOWA 
HELP UNCLE SAM! BUY U. S. WAR BONDS AND STAMPS 
* * * * * * * * * 
The cover cut shows Marilyn Nm·ming-
ton, dietetics sophomore, and AS Dick 
Dejong, V-r2, getting acquainted at the 
campus canteen. H eld each Saturday 
night in the Women's Gymnasium, the 
canteen was organized by college wo-
men to provide a recreational program 
fm· all the semicemen at Iowa State. 
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Iowa State. ~raduates ll!orking in many child care centers help 
jJlan nutntzous, appetzzzng meals for children of wa1· workers 
M ISS ELIZABETH PETERSON, clothing spe-
cialist of the lowa State Extension Service, is 
meeting the need of women war workers who want at-
tractive working clothes designed for protection, safety 
and cor:nfort. Miss Peterson has been conducting style 
clinics in several Iowa communities. Tailor-made 
coveralls, designed to fit women, are fashioned for 
specific work to promote safety, alleviate strain and 
fatigue. 
Iowa State will play an important role in feeding 
the countries of Europe under the United Nations' pro-
gram of rehabilitation, reports Mrs. Eleanor Wilkins, 
women's edito1· of radio station WOI, who recently 
visi ted in Washington. Crop production is a special 
problem of the agricultural division and conservation 
for the home economics students. Research is now 
underway to plan the production of food which will 
best augment the native foods and tastes of the suffer-
ing countries. 
·war bonds totaling $4,958 were purchased by stu-
dent organizations on the Iowa State campus last year. 
"Food Front Alert" is the wartime program being 
sponsored by the Iowa State Extension Service to in-
crease farm production and encourage conservation of 
agricultural products. Discussions of the I944 Food 
for Victory program are being held thmughout Iowa 
in an effort to mobilize the food-producing resources. 
While English students eat their breakfast eggs in 
powder form, Iowa Staters may continue to enjoy the 
old-fashioned kind in shells. According to egg allo-
catiQns announced for 1944 civilians may eat 349 of 
2 
them per capita, nearly one a day. This compares 
favorably with the 345 of last year. 
I ow a State students will have little reason for get-
ting sticky fingers from chocolate candy bars when 
the new non-melting bars are released for civilian 
consumption. Chocolate which remains solid at tem-
peratures up to I20 degrees Fahrenheit has already 
been developed. 
"Skim milk" will be an obsolete term if the bill 
which changes the name to nonfat dry milk solids or 
defatted milk solids doesn't meet a presidential veto. 
The bill passed the Senate February 21 after a debate 
on whether or not the change would be deceptive. 
Refrigerators will still look like refrigerators after 
the war regardless of designers' · abstract drawings. 
Until style trends can be exactly determined the 
larger motorized horne appliances will be like their 
prewar prototypes except for higher motor speeds. 
Additional gearing necessitated by higher speeds will 
be quieter than prewar types because of being more 
precisely cut and finished. 
Civilian sugar supplies will be about 6% lower in 
1944 than they were last year. A quantity of the 1944 
Cuban crop of sugar cane and an additional reserve 
of Cuban raw sugar are needed to help meet the 
tremendous demand on industrial alcohol in the manu-
facture of synthetic rubber. 
Cotton and rayon fabrics will reappear with simple 
finishes under OPA direction to halt the practice of 
overfinishing piece goods. Now the finisher must base 
the cost of roller-printing rayon and cotton goods on 
minimum runs specified and limitations have been 
established for cloth that has been screen printed, em-
bossed, moired, or printed. -Marilyn Clayton 
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A Graduate Describes 
Winnifred Cannon1 home economics director for 
the American Meat Institute 1 explains her work 
T HE Americ~n Meat Ins.tit~te, the trade, research 
and educatwnal orgamzatwn of the meat pack-
ing industry, has evol_ved a wartime program,. to 
broaden the homemaker 's knowledge of meat buymg 
and cooking. It also stresses the nutritional value of 
meat and its place in the daily diet and explains the 
work of tbe meat industry in serving consumer inter-
ests. Meat publicity has been directed toward home-
makers who have had to change habits of meat buying 
and cooking. It has explained rationing to consumers, 
giving menu plans to help meet it and stressing the 
need for good nutrition. 
Every month photographs and articles are sent to 
4,000 newspapers and magazines and many more syn-
dicates. Special releases are also issued from time to 
time and exclusive stories and photographs are sent 
month ly to large city newspapers. 
Weekly radio scripts as well as special r eleases .are 
sent exclusively to 200 radio stations and a scnpt, 
"Meat the Menu," is prepared weekly for use by Martha 
Crane and Helen Joyce on their "Food Feature Pro-
gram" over station WLS, Chicago. 
The Institute sometimes provides women's maga-
zines with articles and illustrations and often they are 
supplied with basic meat information . The s~aller 
women's magazines are anxious for food matenal for 
some of them do not have facilities for taking photo-
graphs and aren't staffed to write all of their stories. 
Much of AMI publicity is directed towards trade 
magazines, grocery consumer publications, farm maga-
zines and industrial papers. 
Typical of low point meat dishes is this leg. of 
lamb costing approximately two pomts per seruzng 
Food publicity is one of the most interesting and vi~al 
phases of the home economics business wo~ld. It .m-
volves not only the writing but the strateg1c pla.cmg 
of it. After publicity channels are mapped o.u~, editors 
must be convinced of the value of the pubhoty mate-
rial. The style of presentation must be suited. to the 
larges t number of them and resp~ct must ?e ~pven to 
exclusive demands of competitive pubhcatwns or 
radio stations. 
Photographs and stories ar~ excl.usive for some 
newspapers, magazines and radiO statwns. Above. all, 
food publicists must keep the confidence of ed1tors 
with whom they deal. . Should the same phot.ograph 
be sent by error to two papers in the same oty, the 
danger of both food pages printing it simultaneously 
makes them reluctant to use material from that source 
again. 
Information in stories must hold the confidence of 
editors, too. Recipes must be accurate, for s~v~ral 
thousand newspapers, and in turn, several mllhon 
readers are relying on those recipes. If for no other 
reason, prevention of w~ste compels ev~ry. food pub-
licist to check her matenal. One error m mgred1ents 
may mean many thousands of m~at casser?les wa~ted. 
Publicity is often confused "':1th Pl!bl1c relatwn.s, 
another fairly new development 111 busmess .. A. pubhc 
relations department is what it say~ ... ~ ~la1son be-
tween an organization and its pubhc._ Pubhoty, on the 
other hand, is a tool of public relatwn~. . . 
\1\Tomen out of college shouldn't asp1re to nnmedl-
ate positions in food publicity. Eventu.ally the~ 11_1ay 
become a part of a publioty assooatwn 
or a public relations department of a com-
Meat recipes and first-hand information concerning current costs and ration 
points accompany all fJhotogmphs sent ou.t from the Amerzcan Meat lnstttu.te 
pany. But while the field of food. pu~-
licity is relatively new and expandmg; 1t 
is highly specialized and usually req~u.res 
other experience. Many .food pu bhosts 
have newspaper and magazme background. 
Test kitchen work, as well as merchan-
dising, advertising and consumer ex~e~i ­
ence is invaluable. One food pubhost 
says that "publicity calls for peculiar 
people," meaning that they need an u~­
usual set of qualifications and expen-
ences. No one can know how she'll fit into 
publicity work until she's tried. The 
work is spasmodic and there are long h<;>~rs 
of hard work. But to every food pubhost 
the tension and drive is what makes her 
feel that she is in the most exciting field 
in home economics . 
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Uniforms Alter 
.! oan Miller answers etiquette questions asked 
by college women dating men in the Service 
THE predominance of servicemen in Iowa State date books has given rise to numerous questions con-
cerning the rules and regulations which apply when 
dating men of the armed forces. 
The army and navy have a rule or tradition for al-
most everything and a college woman at a "uniformed" 
school should be famil iar with those which concern 
social situations. The answers to these questions 
should help give the added poise which comes from 
knowing the right thing to do on a service date. 
1. In public appearances, when we're out for a 
stroll or going some place, does the man walk on the 
street side and may I take his arm? 
Sailors and soldiers never know when an officer or 
their commanding officer will round the corner and 
expect a smooth salute. It is always best to walk on 
his left side, leaving his right arm plenty of freedom 
for saluting. Saluting and regulations say "no" to 
your taking his arm. The same goes for his carrying 
your packages or books. According to the rules he 
may hold your umbrella over your head, but he should 
not carry it for you when it's down. Of course your 
own eye to practicality will reveal the exceptions. 
2. What shall I wear on my date with an army or 
navy man? 
The key to a serviceman's heart is found by those 
who are feminine. This rules in blouses with bows 
or ruffled necklines, tiny veils on hats and soft warm 
colors in every costume. Slacks are out except for 
picnics or extremely cold weather. A neat uniform 
is too important to the serviceman, particularly the 
sailor in his navy blue, for him to appreciate your 
angora sweaters or mittens. All branches of the serv-
ice have rules about women not wearing insignia or 
any other part of the serviceman's uniform. 
3. What m·e the rules to follow at a formal dance? 
Because most campus dates are with trainees and 
non-commissioned officers, there are few written rules 
to observe. But the old rule about not expecting a 
date to carry your evening bag or loose cosmetics is 
especially important in this case. Navy men do not 
have spare pockets and no serviceman wants his uni-
form bulging with your possessions. 
Before any evening date it is best to find out what 
time the serviceman has to be back on ship or at his 
quarters. Then you won' t insist on sitting too long in 
the movie while he sits and counts his future demerits. 
4. May I speak to men I know when they're march-
ing or in fo1·mation of any kind? 
Of course you won't wave obviously at him and 
call out his name. But if you meet the navy going to 
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class or meals no one will frown on nodding slightly 
or smiling at him. 
5. May I call my date when he forgot to say what 
time he was coming? 
A short call is usually all right, but don't get him 
on the phone and start reading your home town paper 
to him. Long and frequent calls will draw the atten-
tion of the other men and may necessitate his ex-
plaining them to the officers in charge. Because a 
serviceman has little free time, it is best to ask him 
what his study hours are and when you are least apt 
to i'ntrude on his duties by calling. The better idea 
is to let him call you. 
6. What's the Emily Post way of handling the serv-
icemen who greet me on the campus? 
Mother used to tell us never to speak to a strange 
man, but during wartime when young men are miles 
from their homes the leas~ you can do is return a 
friendly "Hi." Most men just want to feel at home 
on the campus and ar.e following the customs of their 
own former college or university. 
Often you will find the entire navy unit greeting 
you as they march on their way to class. Don't walk 
a block out of your way to avoid meeting them for 
nothing could be a better lesson in poise. After these 
encounters an audience of homemakers or a class-
room of students whom you might be instructing after 
graduation won't give you a minute of stage fright. 
7. How may l help entertain the servicemen even 
though I don't !mow any? 
The campus canteen at Iowa State is the perfect 
way to meet servicemen who are eager to know Iowa 
State women and are looking for entertainment to 
fill their leisure hours. There are USOs and similar 
service organizations throughout the country which 
will welcome you this summer. 
8. Does the navy have any special rules? For in-
stance, how do I address naval officers? 
Men who are commanders or above, socially are 
called by their titles. Lieutenants and men of lower 
ranks are addressed simply as "mister." 
A navy officer will not lift his hat in greeting be-
cause officers are not supposed to uncover out-of-doors 
except for religious ceremonies. 
You may be attending June Week at Annapolis. The 
basic rule to remem her is that you pay for your trans-
portation and hotel accommodations. 
9. What special rules apjJly to the army? 
Captains and officers of higher rank are called so-
cially and officially by their titles. Army rules state 
that a lieutenant is addressed as "mister," but it has 
become customary to address him as "lieutenant." A 
chaplain is always called "chaplain." (Cont. p. 23 ) 
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Utility Keynotes 
Home Furnishings 
In an inteTview from a reprint in School Arts 
A1isses Fisher and O'Bryan of the Applied Art 
Department emphasize simplicity in furnishings 
L IFE in the rural Middle West is marked by a cer-tain kind of simplicity, a frankness and honesty 
which comes from living close to growing things in the 
great, wide-open spaces. 
Whether it is an adobe house on the desert, a log 
cabin in the Maine woods or a penthouse in New 
York, the young people at Iowa State learn that the 
kind of surroundings we create for ourselves depends 
entirely upon our own ideals of beauty and sensitivity 
to fine craftsmanship. Home is the place to which we 
go for rest and quiet, for inspiration and joy, for work 
and play. Flexible and alive? Yes, with great sim-
plicity of form and color dominating the whole. 
Simple lines are always restful to the eye and lend a 
certain amount of dignity to the rather informal living 
of today. 
Home, for great masses of people, means compress-
ing self and belongings into small spaces. This factor 
alone should make simplicity a "must" in the selec-
tion and arrangement of furniture and all necessary 
accessories. Only through increased understanding of 
basic principles of design and a knowledge that good 
forms are few but lasting, can we develop a sincere 
use of material. The room is really a unit in decora-
tion. Working within this small area presents a prob-
lem in elimination. A room has two parts: the station-
ary part and "the movable. Walls, floor and ceiling 
naturally form the stationary section, while furniture, 
draperies and all other objects form the movable. 
The stationary framework is usually established for 
us, and it is within this area that we must express our 
own personality and that of the family, develop atmos-
phere and pla,n for comfort. 
Throughout the ho111e of i'vliss Mabel Fisher application of the basic p1·inciples of design are 
purposefully used as may be evidenced by the simple lines displaying finest craftsmanship 
Working within established 
limitations is a challenge to 
one's ingenuity and abihty, 
and the results are usually 
more simple and beautiful. 
Having limitations placed 
upon the kind of materials 
used develops an honest use 
of those materials. 
6 
Wood is a material used 
and loved by people around 
the globe. It has been easily 
accessible, it is fl exible to use 
and meets many needs. But 
wood, like other materials, 
has met with foul play in the 
hands of those who "must" 
have marble or some other 
foreign material instead, and 
camouflage wa~ invented long 
before 'Vorld War I was ever 
thought of. However, in the 
agile hands of the designer-
craftsman, wood has survived 
and still speaks its own lan-
guage and its innate beauty 
is recognized. 
" \1\Tood appeals to our 
senses. It is attractive to the 
eye; pleasing to the touch." 
'Vood finishes usually rob 
the wood of its identification 
and natural charm. Wood 
appeals to the eye but even 
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more to the touch. Haven't we all seen a hand 
gently stroke a particularly beautiful piece of 
wood? It would seem then that to preserve the nat-
ural beauty of wood we should use the least amount 
of finishing materials in order not to lose the grain 
of the wood which is always so intriguing. Then there 
are the textures of different woods which speak their 
own language if allowed to do so. Obviously, the sur-
face of the wood must be protected and preserved 
from dust, dirt and certain climatic changes, and this 
can easily be done bx making many applications of 
wax to an unstained sutface. Of course there are many 
good accepted ways of finishing wood but the plea is 
to use wood honestly and frankly, preserving the in-
nate characteristics and qualities of each kind of wood. 
The young designers who created the interesting 
pieces of furniture pictured here must have realized 
that now is the time to plan for their future homes, 
thinking always of convenience, efficiency and comfort. 
In combination with commercially made furniture, 
these arrangements consistently practice and preach a 
functional simplicity suited to a practical way of liv-
ing. These small pieces of furniture have the added 
advantage of being easily moved from room to room 
as the need arises, offering versatile arrangements for 
small homes and apartments. 
Each one of these units in room arrangements is 
an interesting and pleasing composition with empha-
sis on simplicity. Sometimes it is difficult to visualize 
different ways of using and placing pieces of furniture 
in the room, but the students who designed and made 
the "twin units" or shelves were not lacking .in imagi-
nation. They found these units made a charming and 
Bold drapes of a stenciled leaf pattern p-rovide a striking accent 
fm· /.he simjJ!e designs of the natural wood furnishings 
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Originality plus a piece of glass transformed the bench below 
into an attractive table complementing the gold colored chair 
livable setting in combination with the unusual dav-
enport table of original student design. 
Still another way of using the "twin units" was dis-
covered by placing them together in a different posi-
tion. This chair unit for the living room with the 
mirror reflecting a spot of interest on the opposite 
wall is indeed charming. 
Not content with their accomplishments in using 
their flexible pieces of furniture in the living room, 
these young people moved it into the bedroom. 
One of the most delightful aspects of the crafts pro-
' gram at Iowa State is the stress given to the relation-
ships existing between different phases of creative 
work applicable to real living situations. To complete 
the bedroom unit, lamps were designed which were 
related to the need. The bedspread made of cotton 
sheeting with the cotton yarn applied design and the 
rug made from a common scrub mop available in any 
variety or hardware store, show the fine sensitivity 
being developed for making good use of common ma-
terials. Even the flower panel ·grew into the composi-
tion with its dull textured mat and natural wood 
frame constructed from finished moulding. Actessories 
are important in any interior design or plan. 
A smart, practical work bench and stool designed to 
meet the needs of many people was a success in every 
way. A place for small tools, a small metal vise, a 
drawer and bench with storage space for books and 
magazines and plenty of knee space make this a most 
desirable unit of furniture. It would be an asset to 
any room and is particularly acceptable in the living 
space of small quarters. The flexible screen made of 
dowel rods is decorative and can be used in many ways. 
It is fascinating to observe just how ingenious these 
young designers have been in using their furniture. 
A low table was needed as a part of the chair unit and 
a piece of plate glass laid on top of the stool borrowed 
from the work bench arrangement completed the pic-
ture. The student-designed pewter bowl with orange 
lilies, the natural color of the wood and gold colored 
upholstery of the arm chair, all combine to make a 
most satisfying composition in the room. 
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Varied summer positions are open to I ow a State 
home economics students, says Pat O'Connell 
W HEN the last June final has been taken and 
the year's collection of dance programs, unan-
swered !etters and "A" bluebooks have been packed 
and mailed home, Iowa State women will decide how 
they can receive the most benefit from their three-
months vacation. 
For those who wish to spend a vacation with pay and 
yet perform a useful service to both themselves and 
othe:s, there are many opportunities for making a 
wart1me summer profitable. Openings in summer 
camps, hospitals and other business concerns call for 
both skilled and unskilled workers. Iowa State women 
may obtain some background experience in their ma-
jor field or decide the type of work they want to do 
after graduation. 
Mrs. Mary Elva Sather, assistant to the ·nean of 
Home Economics, has received applications for all 
types of positions and any home economics student 
interested may obtain further information from her 
office. Freshmen and sophomores or others who have 
acquir.ed ~o particular skills as yet will find positions 
open 111 oty restaurants, summer camps and private 
hotels. 
A YWCA camp in Nebraska is searching for an 
assistant dietitian and other girls who have special 
talents in sports, crafts or music. The first assistant 
to the dietitian has charge of the dining room and 
helps wih the work in the serving pantry. For those 
interested in child care or teaching, this camp offers 
valuable experience. Training in leadership and the 
opportunity to solve problems arising from group liv-
ing will be received during the summer. Students 
skilled in sports, swimming and lifesaving, crafts or 
music are also needed on the staff . The camp, located 
on the edge of the Missouri River and near Omaha, 
is open from the middle of June through July. 
. For students who are interested in food prepara-
tion and the problems arising from quantity cooking, 
the camp has an opening on their food service staff 
for a cook, a second cook and a food service director 
who is responsible for buying food, planning meals 
and supervising the kitchen staff. The first assistant to 
the dietitian takes charge of the dining room and helps 
with· work in the serving pantry. The dietitian's pay 
is $25 a week with room and board. 
Iowa State women who have chosen their major 
fi eld will welcome the opportunity for gaining extra 
experience during the summer months. Applied art 
majors are in demand for teaching crafts in girls' 
camps. A group of Campfire Girls in an Iowa town 
is seeking a handicraft counselor for their summer 
camp which lasts for six weeks. The position pays 
approximate! y $40 for the season plus maintenance 
and laundry. 
A girls' camp in southern \1\lisconsin has openings 
for instructors in nature lore, sailing, arts and crafts, 
dramatics, dancing, land and water sports, camp craft 
and music. Although experience is desirable, it is not 
necessary if the applicant is willing and interested in 
camp work. The 1944 camp season, which extends 
from July I to August 29, pays about $100 plus board 
and room. 
Women majoring in dietetics may receive experience 
in the dietary department of a large Chicago hospital. 
Six or eight women are needed for relief purposes. 
The work consists of checking trays, weighing food for 
special diets, delivering and collecting trays and pre-
paring salads under the direction of a dietitian. Leis-
ure time may be spent on the shores of Lake Michigan 
for the hospital is only a block from the beach. Stu-
dents will receive a salary of $75 a month plus their 
board. In addition uniforms are furnished and laun-
dered. 
An Iowa State woman who has had experience in 
quantity cooking will be needed by an Iowa Girl Scout 
camp as head dietitian. The camping period will open 
July 15 and last until August 22 with approximately 
65 people at the camp. 
Two college women are wanted as cooks for a pri-
vately owned boys' camp located on an island about 
two miles inland from Lake Michigan. The camp 
director plans the meals and does the marketing for 
the 40 boys and staff of 12 leaders. 
A camp outside of Chicago on Lake Michigan has 
an opening on its staff for a salad girl, a pantry girl 
and head waitress. "The Pantry," an informal snack 
bar, is under the direction of the pantry girl. Under 
the supervision of the head dietitian she plans the 
menus and does some baking. She also keeps simple 
books on her costs and income and supervises the two 
waitresses who assist her every evening. The salad girl 
takes care of the salads and relishes and is in charge of 
the serving window. These positions pay $100 in 
addition to maintenance and railroad fare from 
Chicago. 
According to Mrs. Sather, these are just a few of 
the jobs available to Iowa State women for the com-
ing summer. 
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A survey of low income families reveals a need 
for homemaking training) reports Lois Stewart 
L ACK of homemaking knowledge ranks with pov-erty ~ ~as a major cause of poor living conditions 
among America's submerged one-third, a recent study 
of 50 low income families in Ames indicates. 
Maxine vVatson, of the Home Management Depart-
ment, who made this survey for her master of science 
thesis, found that few made maximum use of their 
resources. Many were unaware that their families 
were ill-fed and undernourished, and almost all lacked 
the training necessary to operate efficiently on mar-
ginal budgets. 
Typical was the wife of a tile ditcher who earned 
an average wage of $ 15 to $20 per week. The family 
lived in a scantily furnished frame house in which 
the living room boasted only a dirty rocking chair and 
a small corncob-burning heater. ',Yater was carried 
from a neighbor's well. 
However, when the homemaker was first questioned 
concerning her difficulties she could think of no 
problems. Although all the children were dressed in 
rags, the mother felt that there was no clothing problem 
in her family because items could be handed down 
through successive age groups. The three children ob-
served appeared malnourished and sickly, but their 
mother denied any child care problem. Both parents 
apparently felt that they needed no help from the 
community and seemed satisfied to continue under 
existing conditions. 
Approximately half of the low income families 
studied failed to meet the minimum milk, fruit and 
vegetable requirements. The most frequent reason 
given for inadequate use of these protective foods was 
not that the cost was too high, but that the home-
maker did not consider them necessary. 
Few food purchasers in the group bought economi-
cal quanti ties. Almost all purchased convenient! y 
packaged foods, not r ealizing the saving that would 
result from buying larger amounts. However, the 
main reason for this was inadequate storage facilities. 
Over half of the group failed to recognize any food 
purchasing problem, yet they were not well enough 
informed to be able to specify the cut of meat or the 
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grade of canned fruits and vegetables they were get-
ting. ~ 
Clothing seemed to cause little worry and almost 
no one seemed conscious of any problem until it was 
suggested by the interviewer. Over half asserted that 
they had no trouble clothing themselves and thei1 
famili es, yet many were wearing garments which 
needed mending. 
A majority was able to choose the better material 
from samples shown them, but the reasons given for 
the choices indicated widespread ignorance of what 
to look for in judging fabric quality. Only 13 reported 
doing most of their sewing, and only half did their 
own mending. 
Undernourished, undisciplined children brought 
few wrinkles to maternal brows. The interviewer felt 
that the majority of the mothers recognized this con-
dition but considered it a problem about which they 
could do little. 
Problems in caring for the home appeared to be 
augmented by the homemaker·~ mental attitude. Many 
appeared to have no incentive for keeping the home 
clean and attractive, feeling that outmoded buildings, 
dilapidated furniture and lack of family cooperation 
made the task hopeless. The investigator observed 
strikingly low standards of cleanliness in the homes 
visited. 
Money cannot be made to stretch far enough, . the 
homemakers reported, unable to offer any explanation 
for this difficulty. More than three fourths of the group 
interviewed made no definite plans for spending and a 
greater number kept no record of income. 
In general, the low income homemakers were com-
pletely unconscious of problems in time management. 
Several, interviewed in the afternoon, said they found 
it difficult to keep busy all day-while unwashed break-
fast dishes faced the interviewer. Basing her judg-
ment upon such indications as unmade beds and un-
washed dishes, Miss Watson found almost three fourths 
of the homemakers to be poor managers of time or 
lacking in ambition. 
More than half reported no home economics train-
ing in grade or high school. This was particularly 
characteristic of older women. Formal education 
ranged from none to high school graduation. The 
(Continued on page 24) 
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Kaiser Shipyards Sponsor 
jeanne O'Connor reports on the development of the 
Child Service Department at the Kaiser Shipyards 
D R . MIRIAM E. LOWENBERG, chief nutrition-ist in the Child Service Department at the 
Kaiser Shipyards in Portland, is playing a vital part 
in a project which has attracted nation-wide atten-
tion. Formerly child nutrition professor at Iowa 
State, Dr. Lowenberg is pioneering in the new field 
of child service centers in war industries. 
The Kaiser nursery schools, planned by Edgar F. 
Kaiser, are giving an invaluable service by stabilizing 
the work of the women in the shipyard. The child 
service centers at the plant are equipped to caFe for 
children from 18 months to 6 years old. By paying 
75 cents for the first child and 50 cents for each addi-
tional child, a mother working on the day or swing 
shift may leave her children with this capable staff and 
perform her war duties free of worry in knowing that 
each child is given the best possible care. The equ ip-
ment, teaching, health care and food for the children 
is of high quality. One teacher, an Iowa State gradu-
ate, writes, "The set-up is the nursery educator's 
dream." 
There is a pediatrician on duty in the infirmary 
in both buildings. Every day each child is given a 
preliminary health inspection and those who are not 
up to par are segregated from the other children. 
Each of the two nursery school buildings contains 
15 units built like spokes of a wheel with a circular 
connecting corridor. Twenty-five children of the 
same age group can be accommodated in each unit 
and the only centralized care is in the serving of food. 
A hot dinner at noon, a mid-morning lunch of fruit 
juice and crackers and an afternoon lunch are given 
to the children each day. 
The activities of the nutrition department are re-
sulting in far-reaching effects. The primary purpose 
of this department is to serve food to the children in 
school but it also helps mothers plan and serve nutri-
tious meals at home. An order placed a few days in 
advance will entitle the mother to home service food 
which includes the main dish and dessert for the en-
tire family's evening meal. As chief nutritionist, Dr. 
Lowenberg plans menus and is in charge of all nutri-
tion and feeding problems. Each mother receives a 
menu a week in advance telling her what foods will 
be served at the school and suggesting other meals for 
completing the adequate diet. 
The policy maintained by the school is to assume 
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Nursery schools, similar to the Kaiser Child Service Center, are 
rapidly expanding in many jJresen t day war production areas 
·new responsibilities and services only when the school 
can add them wi'thout hindering the work already 
being done. This has been a gradual process and new 
ideas are always being considered. A recent addition 
to the service is the caring for children of workers on 
the graveyard shift and feeding them before they leave 
in the morning. Another plan provides for the care 
of older children after school. A third service is 24 
hour care for younger children when mothers are ill 
or out of town. Children of any age may be left for a 
few hours while parents see the dentist or attend to 
necessary business. 
In the Oregon Center where children 6 to 12 years 
old go to school only half days there is a large unit 
with a program of crafts, music,_ dramatics, art and 
outdoor activities. 
Of equal importance is the demonstration to fathers 
and mothers in the industrial organizations of the 
importance of adequate care in the guidance and de-
velopment of young children. Innumerable statements 
proving the success of the school have been received 
by the staff. The Kaiser Child Service Center has 
proved that a nursery school can maintain high edu-
cational standards and provide pleasant, healthful 
surroundings even at a busy war plant. 
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~TRAIGHT from spring's observation tower come 
()) the instructions, "simplicity and good taste, ceif-
ing unlimited," forecasting Vicky's new wardrobe. 
Necklines cutting V's like fighter formations and small 
hats that flatten out to stand the brisk air currents of 
the take-off highlight spring trends in her Easter cos-
tume. 
Gay coats in purple, chartreuse, red, green, yellow, 
nutmeg brown, gray and even tangerine, make the 
Easter bunny behind the times in his paint-dabbling. 
Matching the moodiness of a rain-tossed sky, a severe 
gray wool dress with large patch pockets and a single 
long pleat will be one of Vicky's favorites this spring. 
Broad white pique revers with matching bow adorn 
the neckline. 
A sage green dressmaker suit to harmonize with the 
navy blue or khaki of her uniformed escort will be 
Vicky's choice when she joins the Easter parade. A 
straight-cut skirt and short weskit jacket with three 
large buttons will accent this season's be-ruffled white 
blouse. 
Another first in the spring styles is a new boxy 
jacket with a slender, unpleated skirt. In checks or 
soft colors, this combination will be suitable for many 
occasions. 
Blouses come in for their share of attention too. 
Weskit blouses, long-sleeved tuck-ins in either candy-
striped cotton or polka-dot rayon crepes are especially 
popular for early spring. Woven-striped chambrays 
with high or V necklines, with or without ruffles, will 
add a note of femininity to Vicky's more tailored suits . 
For a date with the man of the moment, Vicky will 
select simple dresses in silk shantung or rayon crepe. 
Conversation prints such as match boxes, kittens and 
scrolls will delight seekers of new costume ideas. 
Silhouette jewelry adds just the right note to a 
strictly tailored dress. Shoes with lower walking heels, 
box toes and interchangeable bows will also be favor-
ites with Vicky. 
With every line just so, a light green man-tailored 
jacket and streamlined skirt will fulfill Vicky's de-
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Simplicity and colorful spring hues are featured 
in Vicky's Easter outfit) says Ruth Midgorden 
sire for something out of the ordinary. The hand-
tailored, cardigan jacket with inset pockets and square 
shoulders has no lapels or collar to break the grace-
ful neckline. To accent the light green of her tailored 
suit, Vicky will choose a delicate shade hinting of pink 
and orchid. For that navy blue dressmaker suit, she 
will prefer new shades of red. 
For casual dress occasions, Vicky will prefer her 
shirtwaist dress with its fly front, gathering at the 
waistline and wide em-
broidered belt. 
To please that special 
soldier or sailor, a dainty 
blouse of white cotton 
and trimmed with eyelet 
embroidery lace will be 
a necessary item for 
Vicky's spring costume. 
Outlining the square 
yoke and trimming the 
long sleeves, the eyelet 
lace is demure and femi-
nine in its appeal. 
For play or school 
hours later this spring, 
Vicky's eyes will sparkle 
at the sight of two dirndl 
styles now popular. One, 
a pink blouse worn with 
a pink and green cotton 
skirt, will be enthusiasti-
cally endorsed because of 
its dainty frills of self-
fabric. The other dirndl, 
a blue and pink plaid 
gingham will be ideal for 
vacation wear. 
Pearl accessories accent a navy 
blue dress to be worn on either 
special dates or afternoon teas 
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Foods and Nutrition 
A NEW use has been found for the soybean in the form of homogenized, vitaminized, canned milk. 
The soluble parts of the soybean together with vege-
tab~e oil,_ raw sugar,_ calcium phosphate, salt and fia-
vormg grve approximately the same chemical com-
position as cow's milk. 
Imitation cinnamon, when used with equal parts of 
the real product, is a good extender. Made from the 
fibers of a specially processed cereal treated with vege-
table oil and synthetic flavors, the imitation is coarser 
a!1d does not have quite as strong a flavor as natural 
cinnamon. 
Dehydrated sweet potatoes, rich in vitamin A, will 
blend with and enrich all baking flours. They have 
been especially successful when used in pies, cakes, 
cookies and other bakery products. 
-+c: 
A social misfit among vegetables, the onion, has prov-
ed to have physiological worth. Dehydrated onions, 
when compared with fresh fruits and vegetables, are 
found to be comparatively high in protein, mineral, 
vitamin and energy value. 
-+c: 
The addition of pectinates will reduce thaw drain-
age from frozen strawberries, cherries, raspberries and 
peaches. This treatment makes possible the direct 
preparation of jellied products and gives the fru it a 
more natural appearance. 
Something new in point-savers is the recently intro-
duced pound package oi frozen applesauce which re-
quires no added sugar. 
Frozen coleslaw made from blanched shredded cab-
bage with sliced carrots, green pepper and onions is 
another nutritious, non-point item. This product also 
includes the salad dressing. 
-+c: 
Dehydrated products now include three new sauces, 
spaghetti, meat and mushroom. The sauces come 
packed in double-walled cellophane envelopes and 
can be rehydrated and heated in a limited amount of 
time. 
Ordinary pinto beans are making their debut in a 
new form resembling a combination of salted peanuts 
and parched corn. This delicacy is made by shelling, 
roasting and salting the beans. 
-+c: 
_Chocolate cakes are being successfully sweetened 
wrth malt sugar in some commercial kitchens. 
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' s NEW IN 
Instead of peanuts people are asking for salted 
pumpkin seeds. This new product is outselling and 
outserving other cocktail niblets on hotel menus. The 
nutritive value of the pumpkin seed is less than that 
of the salt and seasoning. 
-+c: 
Herb-flavored mustard is another product which will 
give an extra touch to meats, cheese dishes or salad 
dressing. The ingredients include prepared mustard, 
seasonings, spices and broth. 
-+c: 
A recent method of keeping eggs fresh is to seal 
them in a rubber casing which excludes air. The eggs 
are in long link-like strings. 
-+c: 
Rice, onion, green pepper, tomato, cooking oil, 
water and spices are the ingredients which make up 
the pre-cooked, quick-frozen Spanish rice now being 
marketed. 
Textiles and Clothing 
TABLE linen as sparkling as the silver and crystal placed on it may be made of aluminum fiber. 
Fabrics made of this metal fiber are light in weight, 
yet tough and flexible. When used in combination with 
other fibers, aluminum fabrics may have postwar uses 
in pocketbooks, shoes, costume jewelry and bathing 
suits. 
Originally a civilian item, the cushion-sole sock is 
preventing blisters on soldiers' feet in both desert and 
jungle regi_ons. The toe, sole and heel are knitted 
with wool terry stitches which absorb perspiration. 
-+c: 
Alcoholic solutions of caustic potash and sulfuric 
acid are chemicals used in the wool shrink-proofing 
process developed in Australia. Up to 65 percent re-
duction in shrinkage of wool socks has been reported. 
iC 
A rayon glossary containing brief descriptions of 
99 rayon fabrics has recently been published by the 
American Viscose Corporation. Believed to be the 
first of its kind, the glossary will serve as a valuable 
reference. It will be distributed to the textile indus-
tries and interested consumers. 
Rayon invades the lighting field as incandescent 
mantles for kerosene lamps. These are made of high-
tenacity viscose spun rayon yarn. -
-+c: 
Application of a clear, synthetic resin sealer will 
protect clotheslines against rust and make them easier 
to clean and to keep clean. 
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lOME ECONOMICS 
A quid~ post-war method of providing clothing for 
the people of Europe is being planned by the British. 
It has been found that surplus khaki uniforms and 
military clothes may be readily dyed any one of 37 
colors including blue, green, dark wine and plum. 
-+c: 
A cotton sateen developed for use in mountain 
troopers' trousers is now G.I. for: all cold climate field 
wear. Its success is due to rugged construction, resist-
ance to tear and impermeability to air. 
-+c: 
A viscose rayon fiber almost as fine as silk is now 
being produced. It shows potentialities in the manu-
facture of flat knits, glove fabrics, fine broadcloth, 
foundation fabrics, sheer hankies and dress and shirt-
ing materials. ' 
-+c: 
Actual commercial production of soybean fiber will 
soon be under way. Hopes are maintained that the 
Waxing glass filaments during spinning is a new 
process that gives a smooth, firm fabric which is less 
likely to fray and ravel. Each filament, coated with 
wax as it is drawn out, is spun into thread or yarn be-
fore the wax hardens. 
An ironing board cover which produces steam dur-
ing the process of pressing is being manufactured. The 
waterproof cover fits all standard boards and is fasten-
ed by a drawstring. 
Household Equipment 
M ULTI-COLORED flames in fireplaces may soon be a new note in many households. A harmless 
and colorless rainbow mixture will give flaming colors 
in delicate shades when sprinkled over burning logs. 
-+c: 
Soldiers may use a triple-duty soap for shaving, 
bathing and, in emergencies, launder-
ing. The soap, which is suitable for 
use in the hardest water, was develop-
ed in cooperation with technicians of 
the United States Army. 
-+c: 
Useful as a small ironing board and 
ideal to take on trips is a handy new 
folding sleeve board . 
• A combination glass gravy mixer 
and measuring cup with a small pro-
peller attached to the cover may now 
be purchased for mixing smooth gravy 
or sauce. 
• Rubber and metal replacement 
Each item shown contains American-made straw braid. Woven of rayon yams 
this braid is replacing that {onne1·ly imported from Em·ope and the Orient 
needs have brought about the intro-
duction of folding, wooden door mats. 
Made of kiln-dried wood, the mats 
are given a finishing touch by being 
dipped in walnut stain. 
product will have a market price permitting wide-
spread use. 
Successful laboratory development of a process for 
manufacturing shoe sole material has produced a good 
wear-resisting substitute for leather. Manufacturers 
are now using a vinyl resin. 
-+c: 
Recommended for backing plush, carpets and pile 
fabrics is a non-inflammable synthetic latex. It is con-
sidered superior to natural latex, is flexible, does not 
stain, has non-skid properties and possesses a clear, 
light color. 
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• 
A detachable basket goes with a new 
hardwood laundry buggy. T he buggy, which may be 
moved up and down stairs, has a stand which will fold 
flat for convenient storage. 
Washing woolens in cold or lukewarm water may be 
accomplished successfully by the use of a chemical 
powder containing no fat, oil or soap. This process 
leaves the woolens soft and fluffy. 
-+c: 
A new eth ylene plastic which is flexible, resistant 
to water and durable over a wide range of tempera-
tures, may be adapted for products varying from tooth-
paste tubes to electric wiring insulation. 
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Iowa State Promotes 
.l o Ann Reeves discusses the program of the Horticulture 
Department in promoting victory gardens throughout Iowa 
RESPONDING to the call for Food for Freedom, Iowa State is promoting victory gardens under 
the supervision of the Horticultural Extension De-
partment. 'Previously the work of home economics 
students has been mainly concerned with preparation 
and preservation of foods, but a new kitchen garden-
ing course has added production to this list. 
Kitchen gardening is proving popular with home 
economics students, according to Professor E. C. Volz, 
who says that . many of the students never have had 
gardens of their own. Each student has her own gar-
den plot in which green and leafy vegetables, yellow 
vegetables and tomatoes are given emphasis because 
of their nutritive quality. In reference to their home 
gardens the students are urged to consider family 
needs and preferences and to provide vegetables for 
canning, freezing, drying and winter storage. They 
also are encouraged to space their planting so that the 
garden will yield vegetables from spring to late fall. 
Herbs and other flavoring vegetables have been added 
to the list of home-grown products. 
The students who have taken kitchen gardening no 
longer believe that "a potato is a potato and they all 
taste alike." An important part of the course is learn-
ing to recognize many varieties of potatoes, turnips, 
cabbage and other vegetables. Differences in flavor, 
tenderness, crispness and in baking quality also are 
observed in the class. 
Other phases of gardening which are studied in-
clude garden planning, planting, management and 
control of pests. The students also learn how to prune 
fruit trees. Many of those who took the course are 
planning to have gardens of their own this summer 
and to help can and preserve food for their families' 
use next winter. 
I OWA has long been recognized as one of the cou n-try's most active gardening states and has surpassed 
victory garden records of various other states. The 
Iowa Federation of Garden Clubs and the Extension 
Service of Iowa State united in getting 83 percent of 
Iowa families to participate in the victory garden 
movement last year. An Extension Department sur-
vey showed that 96 percent of Iowa's rural dwellers, 
92 percent of townspeople and 70 percent of those 
who lived in cities produced gardens last year. In rural 
areas and towns with populations of less than 2500 
the county extension office was responsible for garden 
organization. In the 85 towns with more than 2500 
population the organizational work was under the 
direction of the Civilian Service Corps. The Exten-
sion Service was responsible for the educational phase 
in all sections. A community gardening committee 
was formed whose chairman was appointed by the 
Office of Civilian Defense. These chairmen in some 
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cases were garden club members, greenhouse men or 
other experienced gardeners with some organization 
ability. 
The first job of the committee is concerned with 
the problem of selling the community on gardening, 
procuring land and seeing that it is plowed. 
Procuring land is a more difficult problem in the 
cities or towns with hilly, rocky land. Community 
gardens, located through real estate companies, the 
county recorder and newspaper publicity, may be pub-
lic or may be private enterprises. In the latter case 
the land is plowed, divided into plots and rented by 
the owner. 
Company gardens provide the biggest possibility 
for a sizeable increase in food production this year. 
Management has recognized the victory garden move-
ment as being especially worth y of their cooperation 
and many have given large acreages to their employees 
for gardens. Often the lots are plowed and water is 
supplied by the company. In some cases seeds are 
supplied and tools are loaned. Interest is stimulated 
by contests among the employees of different depart-
ments and by exhibits and bulletin board displays. 
I N ADDITION to the physical problems, the com-
mittee and extension director 'are concerned with 
promotion and education. The Iowa Garden Guide, 
published by the extension department is distributed 
by the block system, using officially appointed leaders, 
Boy Scouts, Campfire girls and seed and grocery stores 
and at meetings of women's clubs. Pamphlets totaling 
385,000 were distributed last year and by March, 1944, 
more than 300,000 copies of the new edition were in 
the hands of future gardeners. 
Classes, conducted in the larger towns to give in-
formation to beginners, are taught by trained leaders. 
Professors from Iowa State's Division of Agriculture 
taught a class in Des Moines for leaders this winter. 
The National Victory Garden Institute has set a 
challenging goal of 22 million gardens for 1944, a 
ten p ercent increase over last year. The needs of ll 
million men in our armed forces, our allies and con-
quered countries have increased our food require-
ments for the coming year. Because a man overseas 
needs an 18 month food reserve as compared to a six 
month reserve while in the United States, victory gar-
dens have an even greater job to do this year. 
Gardeners are more experienced this year and will 
not waste seed b y planting large amounts of perish-
able products at one time. They have learned that 
rows of lettuce, Swiss chard and radishes 25 feet long 
supply far more than the average famil y will be able 
to consume. Even though they have only a small 
garden many gardeners will plant fruit because of de-
creased commercial supplies. 
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Time is a vital asset to all college women and 
must be carefully budgeted) writes Marian Loofe 
FOR today's college woman, time management has been lifted from the dim recesses of h er brain 
where it was neatly fil ed under, "for a possible future 
PTA meeting," and applied to h er present living. 
Extra campus war activities plus heavier class sched-
ules have made her time a precious asset. 
As she tri es to fit more a'nd more important activi-
ties into her crowded schedule, the coed begins to rea-
lize that time management is the best answer to her 
problem. 
Because the student cannot foresee unexpected as-
signments, the weekly plan is the best for an organized 
time management program. Of course, she will always 
make allowances for the quarter work which must be 
done in addition to regular class assignments. A few 
minutes spent in considering h er schedule at the 
beginning of each week will prevent headaches and 
lost sleep later. 
In preparing a time budget the college woman 
should begin by writing down the meetings and ac-
tivities during the week which come at definite hours. 
From there she can plan her other work. For 
woman. Assembling all of the ingredients needed for 
an assignment in a foods laboratory and the effi cient 
arrangement of lab equipment will eliminate many 
extra movements. Lab equipment which is washed 
and arranged in left-to-right order before the work is 
started will mean that lab work may be easily com-
pleted in the alloted time. 
Study habits will be improved if books, notebooks 
and papers are arranged in a logical order before 
beginning to study. This eliminates the jumping up 
and down for books and papers or running to sharpen 
pencils. Concentration rather than a running com-
mentary to roommates will also accelerate the study 
period. 
In business and industry time management pays 
in dollars and cents efficiency. In the busy lives of 
college women it pays equal dividends in added 
h ealth and rest, clear thinking and increased achieve-
ment in scholastic and extra-curri cular work. Time 
management ha bits prove invalua ble to the profes-
sional home economist after graduation. 
instance, with a meeting on Tuesday night 
and several assignments and a paper due on 
Wednesday she would plan to write the paper 
over the weekend or on Monday night, ac-
cording to her other work. Thus, on \Vednes-
day she could turn in her assignments and 
still look at the world through rested eyes. 
Students who start assignments early in the evening find that 
they accomplish thei!· work with greater ease and efficiency 
A quick once-over of the next day's schedule 
on the previous night will prove a valuable 
time saver. The student may jot down on 
a small card the various things she must do 
during the day and drop it in h er purse to be 
checked off and added to at any time. A list 
often can clear a befuddled brain. 
It is the coed who uses odd moments during 
the day for studying who always has her as-
signments without sacrificing sleep. T hose 
few minutes before meals or while waiting for 
someone can be used to advantage in making 
inroads on assignments. Those are the min-
utes which are invariably wasted chatting over 
campus gossip or just sitting. 
In line with time management are many 
small energy-saving tricks which go far toward 
bolstering the traditional pep of the college 
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225 Main 
Spring 
Fabrics 
for your 
new spring 
wardl'obe 
tnake your own 
be 
smart 
and 
thrifty 
Phone 100 
Spring 
Means 
Suits 
Make last year's outfit look 
like new again by having 
it cleaned at the· 
Hawkeye Laundry 
2810 West Phone 98 
Dietitians 
to the 
Front 
Army dietitians supervise diets in base hospitals 
both overseas and at home) says Lorraine Berger 
~ECOND LIEUTENANT FLORENCE BERGER, 
U) '38, Medical Department Dietitian, is one of ap-
proximately 90 Iowa State dietetics graduates serving 
with the Army overseas and here in the United States. 
"Censorship here is more rigid than that in North 
Africa but I can tell you that the base hospital at 
which I am stationed is in close contact with the 
States. The pioneering has already been done for this 
unit lives in barracks rather than tents. At present 
I am in charge of the special diet kitchen and every-
one has been grand to mel If the inconveniences were 
increased ten-fold, I wouldn't consider giving up my 
experiences on foreign duty for immediate return 
home." 
In the Army the dietitian is called upon to exercise 
every bit of training, experience and ingenuity she 
possesses. An example of the type of situation often 
encountered in army hospitals is found at the Letter-
man General Hospital, Presidio, San Francisco. The 
unexpected arrival of a convoy is one of their frequent 
problems. Since ships returning from battle areas are 
not permitted to break radio silence before passing 
under Golden Gate Bridge, the hospital staff receives 
but short notice of the number of men to expect. A 
convoy, which might be scheduled for afternoon ar-
rival with hundreds of persons needing hospitaliza-
tion, may be delayed in the harbor by fog. Often the 
dietitians stay on duty until midnight so that the men 
can be fed shortly after going through the receiving 
offices. 
Dietitians and mess officers cooperate to solve food 
and menu problems. For convenience, hospitals are 
divided into several mess halls: those for bed patients, 
the ambulatory patients, patients who are prisoners 
of war, the enlisted men and the officers. 
From the patients' mess, food carts are loaded and 
sent to the wards. The dietititian's duties here consist 
of instructing the head cook and supplying him with 
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standardized recipes, checking the daily reqmsttwn, 
ordering the necessary fruits, vegetables and staple 
goods, and checking food carts and waste. During 
meals she makes ward rounds to check with patients 
on their food preferences. The dietitian also writes 
all special diets for her particular wards. 
·while the bed patients are on liquid, soft or regular 
diets, the ambulatory patients are served a regular 
menu cafeteria style. A familiar sight in Letterman 
General Hospital is the double line of enlisted men 
who are served quickly and efficiently. 
From the bed patients' mess hall voluntary requisi-
tion of food supplies is sent daily to war prisoners 
who are patients. While stationed at Letterman, Lieu-
tenant Berger wrote that whenever she entered the 
prisoners' ward, a part of her regular field rounds, she 
was accompanied by a guard. \Vhen one group of 
German prisoners was brought in, they used such 
large amounts of sugar on their food that it became 
necessary to ration it. 
A field ration menu prepared by the quartermaster 
is used in serving all enlisted personnel of the hos-
pital. The dietitian may vary these menus by substi-
tution and alteration. She also supplies standardized 
recipes and supervises food preparation and service. 
The dietitian assigned to officers' mess writes all 
special diets for officer patients, checks food carts go-
ing to the officers' wards and visits the patients daily. 
Menu planning in army hospitals is different from 
that in civilian hospitals because the ambulatory pa-
tients require a heavier regular menu. Because the 
cooks are not always highly trained and there are 
large quantities of food to be prepared, menus must 
be comparatively simple. 
Promotions of Medical Department dietitians com-
ply with army regulations and are dependent upon 
experience, adaptability, existing vacancies and rec-
ommendations of the commanding officer. 
Though they have no corps of their own, Medical 
Department dietitians have the same rights, privileges 
and uniforms as members of the Army Nurses Corps. 
The dietitian in the WAC finds herself in a some-
what different position than the Medical Department 
dietitian. Personnel trained in foods and nutrition at 
the professional level are usually assigned to teaching, 
instructor supervision, and cooks and bakers school 
administration. 
The primary duty of each mess officer is the pro-
duction of three good meals a day with a minimum of 
waste. Her orders are executed by the mess sergeant. 
A WAC dietitian's main responsibility is in assigning, 
instructing and inspecting work done by the graduate 
cooks and bakers. 
The work of the foods and nutrition officer is gov-
erned by the menu planning section of the office of 
the quartermaste general. To each of the nine service 
commands is forwarded a master menu to be used as 
a guide for bringing about uniformity in amounts of 
food issued; provide a menu that is nutritionally ade-
quate, conserve critical food items and give the office 
of the quartermaster general and service commands 
accurate information for release to the public. 
When the menu arrives at a WAC training center 
it is adapted to \V AC preferences and to the food avail-
able at the markets from which it will be bought. In 
the summer women are more partial to salads and cold 
meals than are men and there is an increased demand 
for fresh fruits. 
Objectives of food supervision are the elimination 
of waste, improvement of menus, conservation of food 
and high standards in foods management. 
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The Light of Your Eye 
Your Easter Portrait 
from 
IIILL~s STUDIO 
2530 Lincolnway Phone 347 
"The Wrap-Around" 
Shown in a wide 
variety of colors. 
"THEY'RE 
A HIT" 
Gayest of the wide range 
of play shQe patterns for 
spring . . . It's the 1944 
sandal version in a classic 
outline. 
Yes! It's Non-rationed! 
2544 Lincolnway Phone 1004 
17 
18 
get on the 
l(oad to 
Victory 
through good health 
DRINK MILK 
and 
Keep America Fit 
1. Drink MILK daily 
2. Use MILK in cooking 
3. Use MILK with every meal 
O'Neil Dairy 
308 Fifth 
LETTERS ARE WEAPONS FOR VICTORY 
"tl "tl "tl 
USE~ FINE LETTER PAPERS 
TO GET A•LETTEif • WRITE A LEITER 
Phone 62 
STUDENT SUPPLY STORE 
SOUTH OF CAMPUS 
The next time you're 
looking for a dinner treat 
try our pork chops I 
special. 
2426 Un~~.~LEGE JN~n• 1871 I 
Alvina Iverson, '39, is the new home-
making editor for Successful Farming 
" W E ARE all too apt to see the current food 
supply situ ation in terms of our own families, 
and we forget to look across the sea to the millions 
of John Doe families all over the world who must 
starve if we do not share and play square. 
" In most communities we find a plentiful supply 
of certain foods while other foods are scarce. Now, 
more than ever, homemakers need help in adjusti ng 
menus and cookery habits to local suppl ies. We can 
and must keep up the standard of nutritionally ade-
quate meals for our families, although the type or 
source of food to supply these nutrients may have to 
be radically changed. 
" If we grumble and feel that the food problem 
here at home is too great, let's get out the bifocals. 
Now's the time for each of us to see clearly the im-
portance of food, not only in terms of our famil y and 
OlJr grocery store but also in terms of the bigger family 
who needs our help so desperately."-Dorothy Ann 
Roost, 'p, Food News and Views, March. 
' " T AKE ·a tip from the Chinese and make the most 
of vegetable shoots and sprouts in springtime 
meals. Many popular Chinese dishes feature the soy 
or mung bean sprouts and barpboo shoots, which not 
only make the dishes more appetizing but add some 
vitamin C."-Helen Pundt, '43, United States Depart-
rnPnt of Agriculture Bu lletin . 
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"TALK of sealing-wax and kings we can leave to 
the walrus. For right now we must concentrate 
on the cabbages. The good news is that today fresh 
cabbage is with us in greater abundance than ever. 
The first of the year's crop coming up from the South 
is 46 percent larger than last year. And this cabbage 
is not only plentiful but relatively cheap-good news 
in these days of upped prices and income taxes."-
Ann Koebel, '42, N,ew York Herald Tribune, March. 
"AT A MID-WEST gathering of farm folks re-
cently, I asked questions and learned that: 
"Reading aloud has come back. Not the old fash-
ioned expounding of long-winded romances, but the 
spontaneous sharing of today's books-books that are 
alive and real! Whether it's one of the little books 
(Willkie's One Wor'1d, Hilton's The Story of Dr. 
Wassell), a book of family life (Parlridge's Excuse My 
Dust, Medearic's Big Doc's Girl) or a fat anthology 
(new collection of old favorites), it will have bits to 
interest everyone. 
"Singing has come back home. Choral training 
and music memory work of past years have spread the 
singing habit over many communities and have built 
a list of favorites now enjoyed via radio or as spon-
taneous duets sung while washing dishes."-Grace 
Mcilrath Ellis, '22, Farm ]oumal, March. 
"HOUSEHOLD appliances and e4uipment are 
difficult to replace. A little thought and a few 
precautions will keep them in good working order. 
"Come clean now! Do you empty yo.ur vacuum 
sweeper after every weekly cleaning session. Brushes 
on it or the carpet sweeper should be free from tangles 
of hair and thread. See a pin, pick it up, and any 
other sharp objects or string, before starting the 
sweeper. This eliminates the danger of puncturing 
the bag, cutting the belt or damaging the motor."-
Marjorie Griffin, '37, Capper's Farmer, Manh. 
"FLOUR has been taken for granted, because it 
was always there, always dependable, always did 
the job assigned to it. Now extra demands are being 
made of flour. It must help carry the wartime load 
of feeding the world. '!\Then Uncle Sam asks the home-
makers of America to use more of the no-point low-
point foods, enriched flour salutes smartly as it an-
swers the roll call of no-point foods."-Clara Gebhard 
Snyder, M.S., '30, Director of Foods and Nutrition, 
Wheat Flow· lnst£tute, March. 
"A WHOLE squadron of 18 Liberator bombers-
nine million dollars' worth was the gift of 
Oklahoma 4-H club members to the Army Air Corps 
last fall. Spectacular though this amazing achieve-
ment was, it is only part of the story about extra war 
jobs that 4-H clubs all over the country are doing. 
"Uncle Sam had asked for more food. But they 
have clone more than just what was asked. Ambu, 
lances, jeeps, arms and ammunition, hospital eq uip-
ment, fighter planes, Liberty ships-these are some of 
the special gift packages these farm boys and girl>s 
have delivered to their country. "-Beth Cummings, 
'39, Youth Editor, Farm .Joumal, March. 
- Harriet Keen 
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Paint for Spring 
WAXES - POLISHES 
DUST MOPS-UPHOLSTERY CLEANER 
WALLPAPER CLEANER - SPONGES 
CHAMOIS - SOILAX - NO-STREKE 
Carr Hardware Co. 
COMPLETE STOCK 
306 Main 
Be Dressed for 
EASTER 
HOLIDAYS 
Phone 124 
Looking 
Newer - Brighter 
in fresh dry cleaned 
clothes. Bring them in 
early for best results 
LINDQUIST CLEANERS 
120 Hayward Phone 1700 
THEY STILL u Say 
It With 
Flowers}} 
And what is Easter with-
out the traditional potted 
plants? We have them. 
COE'S FLOWER SHOPS 
Both shops are authorized mem-
bers of Florists Telegraph Delivery 
2542 Lincolnway Sheldon-Munn Hotel 
19 
20 
Sturdy and Staunch 
They Stand 
loafers for campus wear 
219 Main Phone 27-J 
Better~ Hop To It'! 
There are still a few 
Bombs left. Put in your bid 
now and assure yourself 
of a--
BOMB of '44 
What Well-Dressed Rooms Are Wearing 
MIRRORS 
Best Quality Plate Glass 
---, 
ORNING GLASS & AWNING COMPANY 
402 Main Phone 538-W 
Keeping within a limited budget, this student uses ingenu-
ily to b,-ighten her mom or rejuvenate an old wardrobe 
W ITH an eye toward resourcefulness, Iowa State 
women have devised novel methods of perking 
up last year's wardrobe and enlivening their rooms_ 
To add a new touch to an old formal, wear it with 
long evening gloves which have been embroidered 
with sequins or beads. The sequins may be arranged 
in simple designs or scattered over the gloves in a hit 
and miss fashion. Each sequin may be securely fast-
ened with matching thread. · 
Clever students faced with the lack of metal hair 
curlers have found that wooden clothespins will do 
the work as well. The clothespins result in a soft curl 
and are no more uncomfortable to wear than are 
metal curlers. 
Books can be gaily protected with colored cellophane 
salvaged f~om discarded rain capes. Clear white or 
colored trimmings of cellophane will lend a dashing 
note of color to a student's desk or shelves_ The titles 
are readable through these jackets. Cellophane should 
be cut approximately two inches beyond the edges of 
the book covers, tapering in flush at the top and bot-
tom of the back flexible binding. The excess at cor-
ners should be folded in and glued to hold the cover 
in position and give a trim edge. 
The latest idea for clever stationery can easily be 
carried out by pasting small cotton or felt figures and 
flowers onto plain white stationery. Imagination may 
be given a wide scope in contriving novel and amus-
ing figures. 
Storm screen makes an attractive bulletin board 
for dance programs and other mementos which are 
always prominent in women's rooms. The screen is 
transparent and comes in various colors. 
Even the most intricate sleeve can be pressed suc-
cessfully without a sleeveboard if a pillow is used in-
stead_ The pillow should be rolled and covered with 
a turkish towel. By holding it in the left hand one may 
make it conform to the shape of the sleeve_ Any style 
of sleeve may be successfully pressed in this manner. 
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Efficiency 
Food 
• 
1ll 
Preparation 
T HE Household Equipment Department at Iowa State has advanced another step toward reducing 
the homemaker's task. In connection with canning 
experiments research on the efficiency of motion in 
peeling carrots has been conducted to simplify. culinary 
operations. 
The results of a series of studies at Cornell Univer-
sity, Ithaca, N.Y., were recently publ ished concerning 
the simplified home preparation of potatoes. This 
vegetable was chosen because it requires the most 
preparation time. Emphasis in the study is on effi-
cient working conditions which can decrease time cost 
more than expensive equipment. 
Scrubbing, the first process in the preparation of 
potatoes, is accomplished most successfully if the 
worker stands while doing the job. For the home-
maker whose time is at a premium, the larger sized 
potatoes will conserve Loth time and energy. Using 
both hands simultaneously enables the worker to 
achieve consistency, precision, a rhythmic motion and 
speed. The greatest efficiency is secured if the height 
of the table is suitable for the worker, and the pan 
placed on the left. Potatoes should be cleaned in a 
running stream of water with a wire twisted brush, 
preferably one of bassine fiber. Another way to in-
crease scrubbing efficiency is to route the potatoes 
from right to left using the shortest travel line for 
hands and only wrist and lower arm motions. 
In the paring procedure the organization of the work 
center and simplification of the work are more signifi-
cant in controlling time and motion than is the type 
of knife used. One method of organization is achieved 
when the worker holds the cleaned potatoes in a shal-
low basin in her lap and places a cooking pan for the 
pared potatoes at her left on a high stool or table. If 
the cooking water in the pan is hot, it will decrease the 
boiling time. A slot type knife with double-edged 
floating blades, set as an extension of the handle, is 
preferred for competent paring. The worker should 
hold the knife with her thumb and fingers encircling 
the handle so as to build up a time-saving rhythm. 
In order to save time and nutrients it is advisable to 
eliminate eyeing. 
To shorten the mashing process the potatoes should 
be cut in eighths and boiled in a pan with sloping 
sides and just enough water to prevent scorching. 
After the cooking water has evaporated, the fat and 
milk can be added and the potatoes set over a low 
fire for ten minutes. Prior to serving, they should be 
mashed with a looped wire masher.-Nmma Dale 
FOR O VE R 73 YEA R S T H E LEA D E R IN Q UAL I TY 
Highest Quality Lowest Cost 
Charles Hewitt & Sons Company 
118 FOURTH STREET, DES MOINES, IOWA 
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N"""' ~CAM,~ 
:Utd~ FACE POWDER 
i n a new $1 D E B U T Box 
D I CHARD HUDNUT offers a $1.00 "ger acquatnted" 
£\.. stze of DuBarry Face Powder for all those who 
have wanted co try this famous powder 
(Same /ashwn shades- same superb 
quality as m the regular ' 2 economy box.) 
JUDISCH BROS. 
209 Main 
PHARMACY 
Phone 70 
Step Out 
fo r a good 
EASTER 
DINNER 
at the 
L-WAY CAFE 
Where Students Meet to Eat 
2418 Lincolnway Phone 330 
BEAUTY Is 
Your uvuTY" 
Our oil cold permanents will groom 
you for Easter and spring. 
Field's Beauty Shop 
310 Main Phone 1069 
1n the News 
I OWA STATE graduates fill a variety of positions 
which contribute toward victory. 
The metallurgical laboratory of the Americzan Steel 
and Wire Co., Du luth, employs Dorothy Olson 
Pizzano, '43, as a chemical analyst. Working in the 
same laboratory are two other Iowa Staters, Audrey 
Stoughton, Ex. '43, and Muriel Broman, Ex. '43 . 
Dora Bolen, '43, works in the test kitchen of the 
Aluminum Cooking Utensil Co., New Kensington, Pa. 
Working in the fi eld of education are Betty Jane 
Cameenish, '43, who is teaching home economics in 
the community high school at Pleasant Hill, Ill. , and 
Dorothy Roberts, '43, vocational homemaking teacher 
at Rolfe, Iowa. 
Inter ior display work occupies Annabelle Hershey, 
Dec. '43, who is an assistant in the home furnishing 
department of Carson Pirie Scott and Co., Chicago. 
New assistant cafeteria manager of the New York 
Hospital, New York City, is Beth Beaster, '42. She was 
formerly assistant manager of food service at the 
Harriet McCormick YWCA, Chicago. 
Lois Ann Adams, '43, is editorial assistant for the 
Commerce Clearing House, Chicago. 
Maurine Hawbecker Methney, '42, is employed by 
the Stouffer R estaurant in Cleveland. 
As assistant to the dietitian at Morningside College, 
Sioux City, Betty Jameson, '4 1, supervises the wo-
men's feeding unit. Katherine F. Britton, '40, is an 
assistant dietitian in the Grace Hospital, Detroit. 
R esearch interes ts Jane H elser Bliss, '39, who is 
working in the chemistry laboratory of duPont's Neo-
prene Co., Louisville. Dr. W. R. Bliss, who com-
pleted his medical training course at the State Uni-
versity of Iowa in December, is an interne in the 
Louisville General Hospital. 
From West Africa comes Esther Bruchlacher War-
ner, '38, who is now teaching related art at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota. Mrs. \1\Tarner and her husband, 
Robert M. Warner, formerl y a member of the Botany 
Department, r eturned in November from Monrovia, 
Liberia. Mr. \1\Tarner was with the Fires tone Plantation 
Co. while in W est Africa. 
The YWCA in Chicago employs Mildred McBlaine 
Marlow, '33, as assistant at the soda fountain. 
H elen Alm Tammen, '30, holds a position with the 
Product Research Department, Federal Bake Shops, 
Davenport. -PatTicia Maddex 
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Cam pus Co-Etiquette 
(Continued from page 5) 
10. I'm jJlanning to visit my fiance at an army 
camp. Are there any paTticular rules to follow? 
For your own convenience you should decide the 
time of your visit far enough in advance so that the 
serviceman can reserve a place for you in the camp 
guest house or a nearby hotel. If you try to surprise 
him you may receive the surprise and find him out on 
maneuvers. 
ll. I'm getting married this summer to a man in 
the service. How shall I arrange the wedding if we 
are married at his fJost chapel OT in an adjacent town? 
You will probably have to make most of the ar-
rangements because the serviceman has little free 
time. Plan a simple, informal wedding and wear an 
afternoon dress which will be serviceable for many 
occasions and will pack easily. 
If the wedding is to be in a strange town ask your 
home minister to look up a church of your faith and 
write a letter of introduction to the other minister. 
An informal wedding is especially desirable in a large 
city since the bridal party may have to travel to and 
from the church on a streetcar or bus. 
For more detailed information on dating and visit-
ing servicemen read Manners for Moderns by McCrady 
& Wheeler, The Army Wife by Nancy Shea, and Th e 
Navy Wife by Anne P ye. 
For coffee that 1s 
full of flavor, popularly 
priced and conveniently 
packaged 
ASK YOUR FAVORITE 
GROCER FOR-
Tones' Old Golden 
Coffee 
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Look Pretty, Please 
for 
6aster 
Our shop has been 
completely remodeled 
for your pleasure and 
convenience. Stop by 
to see it on your way 
home from class. 
THE ROGERS SHOP 
2406 Lincolnway Phone 554-W 
As Gay as a 
Sombrero 
Can be your room, when you 
rejqvenate scuffed furniture 
with bright, quick-drying 
UTILAC enamel. Only $1.39 a 
quart. Anyone can use it. 
IRVINE'S 
PAINTS WALLPAPER 
215 Fifth Phone 765 
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Step by Step 
Memorial Union Grows 
Organist Howard Chase plays a concert on the Lane-
Wells .organ in Great Hall. 
Philanthropy 
Provides 
An Organ 
Main characters in this chapter of the life 
of the Memorial Union are W. G. "Bill" 
Lane and Walter T. Wells. Both men were 
engineering graduates with the class of 
1910, and Lane received a previous degree 
in '09. With a Horatio Alger success story 
behind them, Lane and Wells have derived 
a great deal of pleasure in contributing 
generously to various college projects. In 
1936 Memorial Union's now popular pipe 
organ was a gift to the college from the two 
men. 
The organ was brought to Iowa State 
from Madison, Wisconsin, and installed 
during the summer of that year. In Octo-
ber, Lane and Wells and their wives came 
back to the campus to attend the dedica-
tion ceremony held in Great Hall. 
During the school year organ concerts 
are played in Great Hall once a · week. 
Three recitals are broadcast over WOI 
weekly and the organ provides appropriate 
music for Sunday evening vesper services. 
Thanks to Mr. Lane and Mr. Wells, Iowa 
State's Memorial Union is one of the few 
in the country which provides organ music 
as a part of the daily life of the student 
body. 
* * 
Memorial Union 
OUR COLLEGE CLUB 
Homemaking Education 
(Continued frmn jJage 9) 
majority had completed only the eighth grade. 
Typical of the low_ nutritional standards set by 
these women is the case of one mother with four chil-
dren who used only one quart of milk a day. When 
Miss \1\Tatson suggested that the money spent for 
candy be used for milk the woman answered, "Oh, no! 
My husband would never listen to that. He says it's 
the candy that makes the children love him!" 
A re-education program should begin with foods 
training, Miss Watson concluded, since the home-
makers themselves are most aware of food problems. 
She suggested the presentation of experimental effects 
of dietary deficiencies in an effort to drive horne the 
importance of good nutrition. A program concern-
ing menu preparation was also recommended to help 
the mothers visualize the application of dietary recom-
mendations. According to Miss Watson, an aware-
ness of the need for more careful selection of textiles 
must precede any improvements in this field. She 
suggested actual demonstrations concerning the effect 
of repeated washings on various qualities of sheeting 
and the difference in construction of clothing fabrics. 
The need for homemaking education for low-income 
groups is strongly indicated by the survey's results. 
More general knowledge of economical purchasing and 
planning methods will do much to raise low income 
living standards above the bare subsistence level, Miss 
Watson predicted. 
Fur Storage Special 
OUR 10 POINT PLAN 
1-Storage in air conditioned vaults. 
2-Insurance, $150 value, all risks. 
3-Cleaning fur by approved furrier's method. 
4-Glazing fur. 
5-Cleaning lining. 
6-New loops. 
7-New buttons. 
8-New tie. 
9- We pay shipping costs. 
10-Delivered to you by mail. 
ALL FOR 
S5.95 
All Work 
Guaranteed 
MILLER-WOHL COMPANY 
C!ip this coupon and wri te for further informati<m. 
312 Seventll Street Des Moines 
For a Review of Activity in 
Home Economics at Iowa State-
THE IOWA HOMEMAKER 
Subscription-$1.00 a year 
THE IowA HoMEMAKER 
{kmi~£. 
LUSTERIZE-
CLEANING & 
STORAGE PLAN 
Lusterize Cleaning $7.50 
Hygro-Cold Storage $3.00 
All-year Insurance $5.00 
A $15.50 value for 
SJJ~.~ 
to $100 
Storage alone $3.00 mm1mum 
Through 37 years experience in fur tanning and 
manufacture, Cownie's have developed LUSTER· 
IZE-CLEANING, their own exclusive system for 
reconditioning fur. It's not just ONE process. 
Rather, it's a combination of processes, each im-
portant to the life of your furs. 
I. Thorough cleaning by a unique system which 
loosens and removes the imbedded dirt and dust 
that other methods often leave untouched. 
2. Proper massage for revitalizing the pelt and 
redistributing the oils that give it suppleness. 
3. Special treatment to renew the luster and 
loveliness of each individual type of fur. 
LUSTERIZE-CLEANING IS exclusive with 
Cownie's- one of the many reasons why you 
should take full advantage of Cownie's LUSTER · 
IZE combination offer- a value of $15.50 for only 
$11.00. 
You can leave your furs with Lila B. Fromm-
Cownie's authorized representative-right here in 
Ames-saving you the cost and trouble of taking 
them home with you- and you can enjoy your 
summer vacation knowing that your furs are re-
ceiving the finest care. 
BRING IN YOUR FURS NOW 
COWNIE'S 
Local Au thorized Representative 
"The Coffee You've 
Always Hoped To Find" 
CHOCOLATE 
CREAM 
COFFEE 
BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS 
FOREVER Sprinq . . . 
Cardigan ... the new word in suits, the latest 
in necklines, it's the V idea originated in California 
and fast taken up by everyone everywhere. Fine, 
slim, soft lines with subtle details to make it feminine. 
The cardigan suit ... a suit to en joy right now 
and to parade in Easter. 
YOUNKERS AMES STORE 323 MAIN STREET 
